
 

APPEAL PANEL DECISION FORM 

I.  CLAIMANT AND CLAIM INFORMATION 

Claimant Name 
Last/Name of Business First 

 

Middle 

 

Claimant ID  Claim ID 

Claim Type Business Economic Loss 

Law Firm 

  II.  DECISION 

Select the Compensation Amount set forth in either BP’s Final Proposal or the Claimant’s Final Proposal as the 
final outcome on the claim and check the appropriate box to signify your decision.  

 BP’s Final  Proposal 

Compensation Amount $6,094 

Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

 Claimant’s Final  Proposal 

Compensation Amount $32,257.94 

Risk Transfer Premium .25 

Prior Payment Offset $0 

 Remand to Claims Administrator  

III. PRIMARY BASIS FOR PANELIST DECISION 

Please select the primary basis for your decision. You may also write a comment describing the basis for your 
decision. 
 
 Error in documentation review. 

 
 Error in calculation. 

 
 Error in RTP multiplier. 

 
 Error in Prior Spill-Related Payment Amount. 

 
 No error. 

 
Comment (optional): 
 
See attached opinion uploaded in the portal. 
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DWH:   

Claim ID:  

Written Reasons and Opinion: 

This is an appeal of a Business Economic Loss award to an art gallery located in Vestavia Hills, 
Alabama.  BP assigns error to the Claims Administrator in misclassifying Claimant’s “Artists 
Payouts” expenses as fixed Owner/Officer Salaries instead of variable Costs of Goods Sold 
(“COGS”) expenses.   Although the Comment recorded in the Notice of BP Appeal states that 
the award “does not comply with the terms of the Settlement Agreement, including without 
limitation the BEL framework, Policy 495, and Policy 328”; is inconsistent with the October 2, 
2013 Fifth Circuit opinion and subsequent District Court Orders; and, finally, “failed to address 
related party issues among Claimant’s business and its owners,” those assertions are not 
addressed in its subsequently filed briefs and are considered abandoned. 

BP argues that the record evidence demonstrates the expenses in question are variable Costs of 
Goods Sold and are not compensation to owners.  Specifically, it notes that Claimant itself 
classified this expense as variable on each of its P&L statements submitted to the Settlement 
Program for 2008 – 2010.  It confirmed this classification in its accounting preparation when it 
calculated its proposed compensation amount.  Moreover, in response to an inquiry from the 
claims analyst, Claimant stated that this account records the commissions paid to its member 
artists when artwork created by those artists is sold.  In a June 2, 2014 email concerning this 
account, Claimant’s CPA stated: 

You asked about officers’ compensation.  There is none as such.  However, the 
officers are artists, sell their work through , and receive an 
80% split of the settling prince (sic), just like any other artist.  The artists’ payout 
is cost of sales to . 

In addition, BP submits that classifying this expense as Owner/Officer compensation incorrectly 
assumes that the entirety of the commissions were paid to the shareholders of the gallery when, 
in fact, they were also paid to non-shareholder members whose artworks were sold through it. 

Claimant, acting pro se, did not file a reply memorandum.  In a short statement attached to its 
Initial Proposal form, it expressed the belief that its claim “was correctly reviewed” and 
“included specific discussions regarding artists’ payouts and officers compensation.”  
Consequently, this panelist requested a Summary of Review limited to the Claims 
Administrator’s treatment of this issue.  The following response was received: 

The Claims Administrator has interpreted the Settlement Agreement to require 
that all payments to Owners/Officers of a business be treated as fixed expenses, 
thereby compensating business owners via the BEL framework.  This position is 



premised on Exhibit 4C of the Settlement Agreement, which excludes 
Owner/Officer compensation from the calculation of payroll, and on Exhibit 4D 
of the Settlement Agreement, which does not explicitly list Owner/Officer 
compensation as a variable expense. 

According to its own description of its business, Claimant is an art gallery which sells fine art 
and craft to the public.  It is composed of approximately 50 artists, of whom 49 are Alabama 
residents.  The enterprise is organized as an S Corporation.  Between seven and nine of the 
member artists have an ownership interest in it and serve on its Board of Directors. The Board 
basically oversees the operation of the gallery.  The remaining artists pay dues to the gallery to 
help defray operating expenses.  As artists are required to withdraw for various reasons, the 
Board selects new artists to keep the membership number steady. 

Thus, as BP correctly observes, the question here is not whether owner/officer compensation is 
excluded from the BEL framework but rather whether the costs at issue are in fact owner/officer 
compensation.  As Claimant has candidly and consistently stated, they are not.  They represent 
commissions paid to the respective artists upon sale of their artworks.  The payments to the 
artists who happen to be owners have nothing to do with their status as owners.  They are being 
compensated for the art they created and not as a distribution of the gallery’s profits. 

Moreover, as BP also correctly notes, the gallery’s shareholders were not the only artists who 
received commission payments.  Characterizing this expense as officer/owner compensation 
overlooks that fact.  Even if a portion of this account relates to the shareholders’ art work, 
Claimant’s explanation that this is a “cost of sales” and its own classification of it as a variable 
expense, the question becomes whether the entire account should be classified as variable COGS 
regardless whether the payments were made to shareholder or non-shareholder artists.  This 
panelist has concluded that it should.  It is undisputed that the sums in question were 
commissions that were paid on the same basis to all of the artists and had nothing whatsoever to 
do with any ownership interests any of them may have held. 

After de novo review of the entire record, this panelist has concluded that this BP appeal is 
meritorious and that this claim must be remanded to the Claims Administrator for further 
analysis and evaluation in keeping with this opinion. 

 

Decision:  November 20, 2014 

 




